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compliled by. M. Tripsa using the Apple's iTunes app store
Apple, (2012). Apple in education. Retrieved from 
http://www.apple.com/education/apps/

ALL SUBJECTS
The iTunes U- free
The iTunes U app puts complete courses — and the world’s largest online catalog of free 
education content — on your iPad, iPhone, or iPod touch. The new iTunes U app lets 
you put all the assignments and materials students need for a complete university, 
college, or K-12 course on their iPhone or iPod touch. And they can tap into the world’s 
largest online catalog of free education content from anywhere.
iBrainstorm- free
- free; multidevice collaboration tool
Capturing and sharing your inner most creative genius has never been easier. Introducing 
the first multi-device collaboration tool from Universal Mind. From iPhone to iPad with 
just a flick of the finger, iBrainstorm has set the bar and has redefined the very nature of 
collaboration.
IDEA SKETCH & POPPLET LITE- GRAPHIC ORGANIZERS free
Use Idea Sketch or Popplet (free, simple and pleasing to use) to create mind maps.

Ideal for revision of subjects, but can also be used to plan out projects.
You can save each "Idea Sketch" as an image once you've finished
SimpleMind+ (Free / Full) 
-a Universal App that comes as Free version with basic but powerful Mind Mapping 
features.
Discovery Education
Discovery Education's ground-breaking iPad web app is focused on student exploration 
of safe and appropriate educational content. 
Whether assigned by their teacher, or spurred by their own imagination, students can 
explore thousands of video clips covering all core, K-12 curriculum areas.
BrainPOP Featured Movie app - free
The BrainPOP Featured Movie app delivers fresh, animated movies every day, with 
content relevant to significant historical and current events such as Earth Awareness and 
Financial Literacy topics in April. After watching the Featured Movie, students can test 
their new knowledge with the accompanying interactive quiz.
Dictation Dragon- free
Best for: All Subjects
Features:  Easy-to-use voice recognition application that allows you to speak and 
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instantly see your notes/messages. While you are teaching in a small group, voice record,
the notes for the student that has a hard time writing or who is absent.

LITERACY, SPEAKING, LISTENING….
Verbally- free
VerbalThe program is a dream for Speech/Language Pathologists (for different ages and 
disabilities). Is an amazing, comprehensive assisted speech solution for the iPad. 
Verbally is a top-selling Augmentative and Alternative Communication (AAC) iPad app 
and it's totally free. Unlike all other AAC solutions available, Verbally's unique, simple 
design allows users to communicate quickly and effectively in any setting. 
Verbally enables creative communication, self-expression, and, most importantly, 
conversation.  ESL
SCHOOL A TO Z- free
This app is a great way to help kids with English and math terms.   It also has games 
and will help students start assignments. 
LANGUAGE BUILDER- $7.99
Language Builder is designed to help children accomplish the following educational 
goals: 1) Improve sentence ideation ; 2) Improve sentence formation; and 3) Improve 
receptive and expressive language. Extensive use of audio clips promotes improved 
auditory processing for special needs children with autism spectrum disorders or sensory 
processing disorders. Auditory playback of child's voice offers reinforcement for 
language development.
FEATURES:
-Record feature allows students to record sentences in their own voice
-3 levels of hints
-Save and email recorded sentences
-50 distinct images to create sentences from
-Optional expansion to 250 images
AUDIOBOO- free
Audioboo is an application for recording and sharing your voice with the world. This 
free version allows you to create audio up to 3 minutes in length and post that to your 
own account on the web. You can add titles, tags, geolocation info and a photo to the 
recording before you upload it and we'll save all that with the file.
PODCASTING FOR EDUCATION- FREE
A set of seven tutorial videos for educators who want to learn how to podcast using 
GarageBand.

READING, BOOKS
KINDLE APPLICATION- free
NOOK for iPad from Barnes & Noble-Read 2 Million Books, Free Books, Magazines & 
Newspapers
Price: $FREE 
Devices: iPad3G iPadWifi iPad23G iPad2Wifi 
In Short: 2 million eBooks, magazines and newspapers
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iBOOK (Apples’ own iBooks)- free
iBooks is an amazing way to download and read books. iBooks includes the iBookstore, 
where you can download the latest bestselling books or your favorite classics – day or 
night. Browse your library on a beautiful bookshelf, tap a book to open it, flip through 
pages with a swipe or a tap, and bookmark or add notes to your favorite passages.
OverDrive Media Console- free!!!!!
Download eBooks and audiobooks from your library directly to your iPhone, iPad, and 
iPod Touch!
OverDrive Media Console gives you on-the-go access to eBooks and audiobooks from 
your public, school, or college library. More than 18,000 libraries worldwide offer best-
selling and classic titles via OverDrive, so use the ‘Get Books’ feature in the app to find 
a library near you. 
How do library eBooks and audiobooks work? 
Digital titles from your library are borrowed just like print material. Once you find your 
library using ‘Get Books,’ you can browse your library’s digital collection on the web, 
check out a title with a valid library card, and download the title directly to your iPhone, 
iPad, and iPod Touch. 
While borrowing the digital title, you can enjoy it using the app’s eBook reader or 
audiobook player.
ICDL Books for Children- free
The International Children's Digital Library (ICDL) brings a worldwide collection of free 
children's books to the iPad. The largest collection of its kind, the ICDL spans the globe 
with thousands of children's books from over 60 countries, in a wide assortment of 
beautiful languages with captivating illustrations. Meet the six Mongolian brothers in 
search of knowledge, the gray Palestinian peacemaker cat that does something most 
unusual to the other cat's ears, or a version of the Three Little Pigs that you surely have 
never heard before.
Learning A to Z- free
The "On Your Own" app is for students of teachers who have active subscriptions at both 
Raz-Kids.com and ReadingA-Z.com.
Now your students can access the Raz-Kids.com "On Your Own" area right from an 
iPad! The "On Your Own" area provides every student in your classroom the ReadingA-
Z.com leveled books and quizzes to practice reading and check understanding. All 
activity in the app will be recorded at Raz-Kids.com, enabling you to easily monitor 
student progress and help you determine the instruction needed for each student.
LAZ Reader (Leveled Reader)
Price: $FREE (a number of books are free)
Devices: all 
In Short: great stories (fiction and non-fiction) from Learning A-Z
Tales2Go
Price: $FREE 
Devices: all 
In Short: instant and unlimited access to over 1,700 audio stories from leading publishers 
and storytellers
StoryChimes (FREE)
Price: $FREE (a number of stories are free)
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Devices: all 
In Short: beautiful images / great voice acting / audio book or read on your own
Bookster
Price: $FREE 
Devices: all 
In Short: read-along storytelling app that reads to your kids, records and plays their 
voices, and teaches vocabulary
Aesop's Fables For Kids
Price: $FREE 
Devices: all 
In Short: interactive storybook / 5 stories including The Hare and the Tortoise, The Lion 
and the Mouse, The Thirsty Crow, The Dog and the Bone and The Fox and the Crow
The Complete Hans Christian Andersen Fairy Tales (IPHONE)
Price: $FREE 
Devices: all 
In Short: classic fairytales by Hans Christian Andresen
ABC MAGIC 3 Line Match
Price: $FREE 
Devices: all
In Short: 
tap the letters and objects to hear their sounds / draw lines with your fingers to connect 
the pictures
Read Me Stories - Children's books
Price: $FREE 
Devices: all 
In Short: teaches your child new concepts, new words and how to say them
"A Tale of Two Cities" Audiobook (Audio book)
Price: $ 
In Short: detail audio/text summaries of books and plays by Shakespeare, Dickens, 
Austen, Hawthorne, Bronte, and other authors
ZINIO- free
Introducing Zinio, a better way than ever to explore, read and shop for the world’s best 
magazines on your iPad. Zinio now has more magazines than ever, and a new app built 
to make it easier to read your favorites anytime and anywhere. Zinio is the ultimate app 
for people who love magazines. Access thousands of titles, tens of thousands of issues, 
and millions of pages of the world’s best digital content. Read what you like!
In EXPLORE, you’ll find articles from some of our best magazines worldwide—with the 
big headlines, photography, news and insight—from the pages of Rolling Stone, Esquire, 
Maxim, Elle, and dozens more. Discover more with new articles appearing daily.

PHONICS, SPELLING
K12 Timed Reading Practice- $1.99
K12 Timed Reading Practice lets readers in levels K-4 practice fluency by reading short, 
timed stories. Improving fluency allows readers to read smoothly and quickly so they can 
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focus on comprehension rather than on decoding words.
Features
Stories
• More than 250 short, engaging stories for young readers
• A variety of fiction and non-fiction
• 46 Flesh-Kincaid reading levels between 0.0 and 4.7
Reading Tools
• Track one reader, multiple readers, or even a whole class
• Track stories read, words per minute, percent above or below average reading rates, and 
what's next on the reading list
• View recommendations for moving up or down in reading difficulty based on recorded 
Words per Minute scores
READING FLUENCY (IPHONE free)
As the child is reading the short, timed stories. The app. tracks and gives a ‘words per
minute ‘reading result and also lists the percentile the child is reading above or below 
his class level.
SUPER WHY- 3.99
Help Alpha Pig find his way home by identifying the letters he needs to follow the 
alphabet path. That’s Alphabet Power!
PRINCESS PRESTO’S WANDS-UP WRITING
Help Princess Presto make objects appear by identifying letter sounds, tracing letters on 
the touch screen, and writing words. Spectacular Spelling!
WONDER RED’S RHYMING TIME
It’s time to rhyme! Help Wonder Red find the rhyming words missing from her Wonder 
Words Basket.
SUPER WHY’S STORY SAVER
Super Why...to the rescue! Help Super Why save the day by selecting words to complete 
sentences that fit the story.
WORD DROP- free (spelling and vocab)
Want to test your typing prowess and learn new words at the same time? Word Drop is 
THE game for you. Stick with the app and it will make you a master at speed typing 
emails, texts etc. With thousands of words in its arsenal you are going to have your hands 
full all the time. Improve your vocabulary: If you are into games like TextTwist, Jumble, 
Boggle or Scrabble, this game will give you an edge.
SIGHT WORDS- free
Sight Words, also known as the Dolch List are an integral part in learning how to 
read. Fun, simple, and fully customizable. I can even create my own lists.
1000 Sight Words Superhero HD Free
The most common 1000 words are used 13 times more frequently than the next most 
common 1000 words!
Mastering this relatively small group of words yields a high rate of return when it comes 
to reading and writing.
Sight Words Arena- $ 0.99
Dolch Words
ABC Phonics Sight Words HD Free Lite
- 300 Dolch sightwords (may have ads)
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FOUR GAMES IN ONE - All Bundled Together
-----------------------------------------------
1. FLASHCARDS - SEE the spelling, HEAR the audio, and LEARN the word.
2. DRAG & SPELL - HEAR the audio, then SPELL the word. Teaches fine motor skills 
to drag the letter into the right spot to teach spelling of the words.
3. UNSCRAMBLE - Test reinforced learning to see if your child comprehend the lessons 
from the top two games. Unscramble the word without any audio cues.
4. PRIZE AWARD - Encourages and rewards your child and makes learning fun. After 
completing each level in the Unscramble, your kids can go to the Prizeland to play and 
with the prizes. The more levels they complete, the more prizes they will unlock.
Dr. Seuss’s ABCs- 3.99 (Lite- free)
From Aunt Annie riding an Alligator to the Zizzer-Zazzer-Zuzz, Dr. Seuss teaches young 
readers the ABC's through hilarious words and pictures, guaranteed to entertain any 
young child.
Imangi (IPHONE)
Price: $FREE 
Devices: all 
In Short: slide rows and columns to create the highest-scoring arrangement of words 
possible
Textropolis
Price: $FREE 
Devices: all 
In Short: travel word-wide and build up your Textropolis by finding the words hidden in 
each city. Play through 30 different cities in this free-play word discovery game
Fishtropolis - Word Fun for Everyone
Price: $FREE 
Devices: all 
In Short: spell your way through 15 different types of fish
ABC SPELLING MAGIC 2 Consonant Blends
Price: $FREE 
Devices: all 
In Short: build 4 or 5 letter words
CONSONANT BLENDS- free
Use the iPad to record student’s blending words.  Let them hear the way they are 
pronouncing the different syllables. 
Use this app to have students practice blending. 
Come Learn Spellings- free
Word Warp Xtreme
Price: $FREE 
Devices: all 
In Short: challenging anagram type of word game in which you try to form as many 
words as you can out of the six letters you are given before time runs out
ABC SPELLING MAGIC 3 Blends and Syllables
Price: $FREE 
Devices: all
In Short: build 5 to 7 letter words
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Spell Bee Challenge Lite
Price: $FREE 
Devices: all 
In Short: practice spelling, take test, or take part in the Spell Bee challenge / definition, 
part of speech, language of origin, and sentence usage
Words Free - 4 letter words and spelling (100+ words)
Price: $FREE 
Devices: all 
In Short: 100 common 4 letter words
Chicktionary for iPad
Price: $FREE 
Devices: iPadWifi iPad23G iPad2Wifi iPad3G
In Short: fast-paced game / unscramble letters to create words
Shake and Spell (IPAD Free)
Price: $FREE 
Devices: all 
In Short: un and addictive spelling game
Word Shaker- free
Bluster!
Price: $FREE 
Devices: iPad2Wifi iPad3G iPadWifi iPad23G 
In Short: word matching game develops vocabulary and word understanding
Spel It Rite (IPHONE)
Price: $FREE 
Devices: all 
In Short: recognize the correct spelling for frequently misspelled words
Miss Spell's Class (IPHONE)
Price: $FREE 
Devices: all 
In Short: recognize the correct spelling for frequently misspelled words
A Bee See Sight Words Free Lite - Talking & Spelling Flash cards Kids / Toddler Games
(IPHONE)
Price: $FREE
Devices: all
In Short: based on the Dolch sight word list- pronunciation and spelling
ABC SPELLING MAGIC Short Vowel Words
Price: $FREE 
Devices: all 
In Short: build 3 or 4 letter words

VOCABULARY
Free Exam Vocabulary Builder
Using AccelaStudy's intuitive flashcard-like approach on your iPhone, iPod touch, and 
iPad, you can quickly expand your English vocabulary for graduate school exams, 
university entrance exams, professional advancement, or simply increased language 
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proficiency. Many commonly tested vocabulary words from college and graduate school 
entrance exams are included with definitions, synonyms, and example sentences. Easily 
learn new terms with four different ways to study, including a powerful quiz feature 
which helps you test your progress and a spaced repetition mode which helps you 
memorize words in the shortest possible time.
photostoryHD lite
Price: $FREE 
Devices: iPadWifi iPad3G iPad2Wifi iPad23G 
In Short: create hotspots over an image, include the label and add your voice
Word Drop - Free
Price: $FREE 
Devices: all 
In Short: improves vocabulary by spelling and improving typing skills
Word Games for Kids - Futaba
Price: $FREE 
Devices: iPad2Wifi iPad23G iPadWifi iPad3G 
In Short: vocabulary building game / 4 players
Vocabulary Central Grade 9- different grades
Price: $FREE 
Devices: all 
In Short: interactive flashcards, songs, and trivia games / divided into six units of content
Vocabulary Central Grade 6 offers selection specific and academic support activities 
such as interactive flashcards, songs, and trivia games. Divided into six units of content, 
these activities help students learn each vocabulary word. Each unit has three activities: 
Flashcards, BQ Tunes, and Vocab Trivia.
Sight Words by Little Speller
Price: $FREE 
Devices: all 
In Short: 220 words / learn to speak, read, and spell as they learn to recognize words and 
letters by sight sound
ABC Phonics Sight Words HD Free Lite - for iPad
Price: $FREE 
Devices: iPad2Wifi iPad3G iPad23G iPadWifi 
In Short: 300 Dolch Sight Words
English Idioms Illustrated
Price: $FREE 
Devices: all 
In Short: 163 idioms with explanation on their origins

WRITING AND STORYTELLING
Notability- 0.99
Notability which allows students to record discussions and also take notes or add photos, 
diagrams, web clips or handwritten notes during the recording. Later on, these notes can 
be reviewed and by clicking on a note which was added during the recording, you can 
quickly locate the section of the audio relevant to the note.
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CaptureNotes 2- 4.99
Take notes and record lecture and group discussion sound.
EDMODO-free
Connect with parents and track student work. 
Engage your students
MAKE STUDENT WEBSITES
Students can use this app to create websites of their own on the iPad.  Take pictures and 
integrate them right to the app.  ?
iBooks Author- create your own iBook (Mac App Store- free)
Available free on the Mac App Store, iBooks Author is an amazing new app that allows 
anyone to create beautiful Multi-Touch textbooks — and just about any other kind of 
book — for iPad. With galleries, video, interactive diagrams, 3D objects, and more, these 
books bring content to life in ways the printed page never could.
Fotobabble- free
The Fotobabble iPhone App lets you quickly create and easily add your voice to photos 
and instantaneously share those Talking Photos with friends."- free
SCRIBBLE PRESS-free 
“Scribble Press for iPad makes it easy to create a book on the iPad. Children, and 
grownups too, can write original stories or use one of over 50 story 
templates, draw using over 500 drawing tools, upload photos or original artwork and 
instantly publish in the ebook gallery or share with friends anywhere in the world.” —
Scribble Press Team
Scribble Press is dedicated to inspiring and empowering all kids to create and share their 
stories.
STORYROBE- $ 0.99
Storyrobe:
Is a mobile digital storytelling application.
Create a digital story in three simple steps.
StoryKit- FREE (for the IPHONE)
Create digital Storytelling Projects.
Toontastic- free
This allows students to follow cartoon characters, create stories and develop their own 
characters.  It is a highly interactive resource for helping students learn story parts. 
Devices: iPad3G iPad2Wifi iPad23G iPadWifi
In Short: excellent animation app for kids / draw, animate, and share their own cartoons
STORY BUDDY- 9.99
This app is great for children to make their own eBooks and save them. 
They can write using their finger straight onto the pages or open a text box and use the 
onscreen keyboard.
It's a great way to share stories that children make up themselves

BAMBOO PAPER- free
Enjoy the ease of your own natural handwriting as you sketch your thoughts on a neat 
digital paper notebook.
Bamboo Paper provides you with the ability to create virtual notebooks for your iPad, 
letting you share your ideas visually with handwritten notes, sketches or doodles. Paired 
with the Bamboo Stylus, it turns your iPad into the ultimate paperless communications 
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tool for use at school – map out math and science equations, compose music, create arts 
and crafts projects, learn proper penmanship, write non-Western language characters 
(think Chinese, Japanese and Arabic)
37 SIGNALS CHALK- for COLLABORATION
37signals office- one feature is the 4 team rooms. Team rooms are where people can 
work together uninterrupted without disturbing anyone else. These team rooms are 
equipped with big chalkboards. You can sketch something quickly, erase it, and draw in 
more detail. Sketching on a chalkboard isn’t just a solo effort either. It’s collaborative. 
Anyone can add to your sketch to enhance your idea. ?
Demibooks¬¨?Ü Composer
Price: $FREE 
Devices: iPad23G iPad3G iPadWifi iPad2Wifi 
In Short: powerful authoring app to create interactive book apps / include realistic 
physics, animation, sound and visual effects
Puppet Pals HD
Price: $FREE 
Devices: iPadWifi iPad2Wifi iPad23G iPad3G
In Short: create scene with puppets and record your voice / share over the internet
ShowMe Interactive Whiteboard
Price: $FREE 
Devices: iPad2Wifi iPad23G iPad3G iPadWifi
In Short: create your own books / record voice / share over the internet

GRAMMAR
Mad Libs (IPHONE)
Price: $FREE 
Devices: all 
In Short: 
silly stories and crazy word game
Mash Libs
Price: $FREE 
Grammar Express: Parts of Speech Lite / Tenses / Prepositions /Active and Passive 
Voice
Price: $FREE 
Devices: all 
In Short: 
130 pages of lessons explaining each part of speech with several examples- more titles 
available
Grammar Fun Free (IPHONE)
Price: $FREE 
Devices: all 
In Short: 
match grammatical constructs to the corresponding words in a sentence
Grammar Jammers Primary Edition (IPHONE)
Price: $FREE 
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Devices: all 
In Short: 
catchy animated songs and rhymes for grammar and mechanics
Grammar Dragon (IPHONE)
Price: $FREE 
Devices: all 
In Short: 
correctly identify various parts of speech
English Idioms Illustrated- free
free 163 idioms
Grammar Fun- free (IPHONE)
- allows kids of all ages to learn correct grammar by matching grammatical constructs to 
the corresponding words in a sentence. A child friendly interface makes this a fun filled 
activity
Persons studying English as a second language (ESL) or those who would like to learn 
English may find this useful as well. The Free version of Grammar Fun features a limited 
number of sentences. Upgrade to the Pro version to enjoy hundreds more as well as new 
sentences regularly!

MATH
SHOW ME- free
Have students work out a math problem by drawing it out on the white board, while 
adding an audio explanation of the process. Upload their demonstrations to the 
ShowMe.com website.
You can then embed these student or teacher tutorials into blogs, or onto your 
SmartBoard! Great tool for an authentic assessment of understanding!
*Name: Chicken Coop Fractions
Cost: Free
Features:  This app has multiple fraction games that kids can use to practice their 
fraction skills.  The students love that the chickens ‘poop’ eggs, which are the fractions.
Name: Virtual Manipulatives
Cost: Free
Features: Focus is on fraction, decimals and percent manipulatives. It gives a visual tool 
to allow students to see how different math measurements are equivalent, allows students 
to write and allows you to even email your answers to others.
Park Math- 1.99
Join Blue Bear and his friends as they play in the park and learn through 7 fun 
educational activities:
1) SWING: NUMBERS –- Count up to 50 as a rabbit swings.
2) SLIDE: ADDITION -- Help ducks climb to the top of a slide and learn how to add.
3) SEESAW: GREATER THAN / LESS THAN -- Balance a seesaw by adding and 
subtracting mice.
4) APPLE TREE: SUBTRACTION -- Learn how to subtract as apples fall from a tree.
5) SANDBOX: PATTERNS -- Complete the pattern in a sandbox with the correct toy.
6) BENCH: SORTING -- Order the dogs from small to large. Order numbers in 
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sequence.
7) PICNIC: COUNTING -- Feed a hippo the correct number of food items.
MATH NINJA HD free
Look at this fun way to help students practice their math fluency.  Students fight through 
levels using addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. 
NUMBER LINE
Free
BASIC MATH- free
This is an application based on the drill-and-practice instructional strategy. Similar to 
memorization, such a strategy presents the tasks to be completed repetitively to build up 
the foundation skills for more meaningful learning in the future.
This application provides exercises covering basic mathematical skills like addition, 
subtraction, multiplication and division. The exercises are targeted for children under 12 
years, and sometimes even adults, with varying degrees of difficulty depending on their 
age.
Tell Time Lite- Free
Features: Quizzes children on different clock times as they learn how to tell time. 
Options allow you to manipulate the hands and set time limits. Great for 1st grade for 
hour and half hour
FAST FACTS math- 4.99 (addition )-free
To work on his fluency with multiplication facts. After a minute of facts it records the 
percentage the student received. The app can even email the results to anyone, ex. a 
parent. This app is a quick and great way to assess the students!
Rocket Math
Price: $0.99 
Devices: all
In Short: 56 different math missions / awesome app
Math Drills Lite
Price: $FREE 
Devices: all 
In Short: basic math skills in addition, subtraction, multiplication and division / using 
number lines, wooden blocks, facts and hints
Pop Math Lite (IPHONE)
Price: $FREE 
Devices: all 
In Short: features additions, subtractions, multiplications and divisions
AB Math Lite- fun game FREE
Splash Math (3RD GRADE) FREE
Math Kid free
4th grade Math: Splash Math…FREE
Math Baloons Lite free
Casual Math HD Lite free
Toddler Mathemagic HD free
Math!!! free
Math age 3-5 free
Math. free
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Calculator Pro for iPad Free
Math Ref Free (iphone)
Best for: Math Classes
Cost: Free
Features: A free version of Math Ref, this app offers 600 out of over 1,300 formulas, 
figures, tips, and examples
How to Use: Use as a formula study guide or to view graphs of different equations
SAT Math Trainer
Price: $FREE 
Devices: iPad2Wifi iPad3G iPad23G iPadWifi 
In Short: 10000 questions in Algebra, Geometry and Probabilities
Math Tutor 2 Lite (IPHONE)
Price: $FREE 
Devices: all
In Short: 
addition, subtraction, multiplication, division and fractions
Mad Math Lite
Price: $FREE 
Devices: all 
In Short: practice addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division facts
Cloud Math Free (iphone)
Price: $FREE 
Devices: all 
In Short: choices of avatars, great sounds and animation, easy to control levels of 
difficulty and operations
Equation Solver (IPHONE)
Free
Formulas Free (formulas for Calculus) IPHONE
Formulus Free is the perfect study tool. It is a simple, easy to use, easy to navigate 
collection of the most important formulas and topics for high school and college students 
taking Calculus and Differential Equations. 
Includes the following subject areas: 
Calculus, Algebra & Geometry, Derivatives, Graphing, Hyperbolics, Integrals, Limits & 
Continuity, Matrices, Series & Sequences, Trigonometry, Vectors, Differential 
Equations, 1st Order Linear Equations, 2nd Order Linear Equations, Laplace Transforms
Fraction Factory (free- iphone; 0.99-ipad)
As part of the Virginia Mobile Learning Apps Development Challenge, Fraction Factory 
is designed to enhance the student's ability to find and order equivalent fractions and 
decimals on a number line. In addition, Fraction Factory targets fraction computation.
Freddy Fraction (free) IPHONE
As part of the Virginia Mobile Learning Apps Development Challenge, Freddy Fraction 
is designed to enhance the student's ability to determine equivalence relationships among 
fractions, decimals, and percents, as well as improve fractional computation.
Math Drill Lite (free)
Graphically rich and fun environment allows a single student to learn basic math skills in 
addition, subtraction, multiplication and division. Explore solutions to problems using 
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number lines, wooden blocks, facts and hints. Solve nine-times problems using your 
fingers!

SCIENCE
101 SCIENCE - free
In the popular book, 101 Things Everyone Should Know About Science, kids, ages 8-12, 
are challenged with questions about Biology, Chemistry, Physics, Earth Science and 
General Science. Now, you can take all the fun of science from the book anywhere! With 
this quiz application, you can test your science knowledge on the go!
Kids: Get ready for school! Test your friends and siblings! Do they get better scores than 
you?
Parents: Make sure your kids stay on top of their science topics! Can you score as high as 
your kids? 
If you like the quiz, don't forget to get the book for even more fun! Order right from the 
application by tapping the info icon!
SCIENCE 360 – FREE
Science 360 has a great website and even better app. It allows teachers and students to 
access great science information and videos.   
Google Earth- free
is a great app to be used with geography units.  Allow students to explore parts of the 
world and see satellite images right in front of them. 
Discovery Channel- free
With the FREE Discovery Channel iPhone application you’ll get new videos, daily news 
stories, quizzes, photos, TV schedules and more. Illustrating the world in all its wonder, 
diversity and amazement, Discovery Channel creates the highest quality content to ignite 
your curiosity, immerse you in the how and why, and satisfy you with information.
The Discovery Channel app is the best way for iPhone and iPod Touch owners to 
experience Discovery Channel on the go. And with direct access to the iTunes store, you 
can get full length episodes at the touch of a button.
NASA- free
The first official NASA App invites you to discover a wealth of NASA information right 
on your iPhone or iPod Touch.
The NASA App collects, customizes and delivers an extensive selection of dynamically 
updated information, images and videos from various online NASA sources in a 
convenient mobile package. Come explore with us.
VideoScience- free
A growing library of over 80 hands-on Science lessons that are great for home and the 
classroom. These short videos demonstrate inexpensive and easy to recreate experiments 
that are designed to inspire and excite kids of all ages.
Molecules- free
Perfect for science class, Molecules offers an incredible three-dimensional view of 
molecules. Users have the control to alter the view of the molecules by rotating them, 
zooming in on them, and more all through the use of their fingers. This app also allows 
users to get a hands on view of how molecules are composed and they can create their 
own specific molecules. This application is a great guide for visual learners and is free 
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for download.
Weather Genius
free
WikiHow- free IPHONE
"Always helpful" – USA Today "Indispensable" – MacWorld "�����" – Appolicious
75,000+ how-to articles from wikiHow, the wiki how-to manual. Plus an emergency 
survival kit stored for offline use.
Bonus feature: The application includes the ‘wikiHow Survival Kit,’ a collection of 
articles to get you through life's most difficult situations. Includes articles on first aid 
such as CPR, the Heimlich maneuver, treating burns and bleeding. It also contains 
wilderness life-savers like how to build a fire or find North without a compass. You can 
also read the "how to of day" in our featured articles.
3 D Brain
Use your touch screen to rotate and zoom around 29 interactive structures. Discover how 
each brain region functions, what happens when it is injured, and how it is involved in 
mental illness. Each detailed structure comes with information on functions, disorders, 
brain damage, case studies, and links to modern research
Brain Tutor 3 D- free
Explore the brain from the palm of your hand! Learn about the structure and function of 
the human brain by interacting with rotatable 3D models in real-time like you've never 
seen it before!
Brain Tutor 3D uses rendered head and brain models that were created from magnetic 
resonance imaging (MRI) scans. This allows to look "inside" the head using real-time 
slicing. For students, medical professional and everyone interested in the brain, the 
program contains information about major parcellation schemes of the cerebral cortex, 
including lobes, gyri, sulci and Brodmann areas.
Planets- free
3D guide to the solar system for aspiring astronomers.
Science Glossary- free
A glossary of scientific terms and short biographies that support our science education 
website, http://www.visionlearning.com. All definitions link to related terms and to free, 
detailed science learning modules. Though geared for high school and undergraduate 
students using our website, the glossary and modules are appropriate for anyone 
generally interested in science.

SOCIAL STUDIES, HISTORY, & GEOGRAHY
World Book – This Day in History- free
A valuable application for teachers of all subjects, World Book encyclopedia’s This Day 
in History presents 365 days of important births, deaths, and events that eventually 
shaped today’s world. Users may navigate from day to day – they are not relegated to 
only exploring the past of the present. At the moment, things seem a bit less detailed than 
the company likes. Because of this, later updates will implement video, audio, images, 
and access to important historical texts. 
History: Maps of the World- free 
Seung-Bin Cho’s free iPad application proves useful for more than just history teachers, 
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as students must nurture the ability to place works of art, music, literature, philosophy, 
politics, and other disciplines into their proper historical or geographic contexts. As a 
wonderful teacher’s aid, History: Maps of the World compiles cartography from different 
eras, allowing viewers to watch as boundaries change and tectonic plates shift. Some 
maps even group nations together by theme rather than geography as well
Name: TourWrist
Cost: Free
Features: A wonderful social studies and world tour app that allows you to learn about 
different information from around the world. Allows students to see architecture, maps 
and information about festivals, etc. from a variety of locales worldwide.
Alpha Exam: AP US History- free
Alpha Abacus brings you its newest exam application for the AP US History Exam. This 
app contains questions that will help a student prepare for and score will on the AP US 
History Exam.
This app is intended for any student who is taking the AP US History exam or college 
students
Hear Planet Lite: Audio Guide to the World (IPHONE)
free
USA FACTBOOK FREE
Features:
- All 50 US states facts with description
- USA Basic Facts about the country in general
- Maps: USA with state names, US Highways, United States Painted Relief, Largest 
ancestry, US Territorial Acquisitions, USA Topographical Map, US Music Map

MUSIC
Magic Piano - free
Music teachers, directors, accompanists, and tutors from school districts unable to afford 
pianos and keyboards can use this application to educate students on the fundamentals. 
Magic Piano comes preprogrammed with the sheet music for a great many classics and 
beginner’s pieces, which kids can easily follow along with when the lighting elements of 
the keyboard are activated. With the lights turned off and the sheet music virtually 
tucked away, the keyboard functions on its own for independent study. Users can even 
arrange duet with others who use the Magic Piano, no matter where in the world they 
may live! 
Garage Band- 4,99
GarageBand lets students play a collection of highly expressive Touch Instruments and 
Smart Instruments that sound just like their real counterparts — but let them do things 
they never could on a real instrument. They can record, mix, and share songs, too.
Mobile DJ  Sampler PRO- 0.99
Free and cut off version of DJ Mobile Sampler ipad.
You can use only 2 buttons instead of 6 buttons in a full version.
Rain Stick- free (iphone)
The Rain Stick screen shows the instrument orientation on one of three natural 
background pictures. Tilt it, twist it ... the sound and screen respond to your every 
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motion! The screen also shows an "x-ray" view of the beads flowing through your 
device.
Pandora-free
Pandora Radio is your own FREE personalized radio now available to stream music on 
your iPad. Just start with the name of one of your favorite artists, songs or classical 
composers and Pandora will create a "station" that plays their music and more music like 
it.
Pocket Shaker- free (IPHONE)
Turn your iPhone into any percussion instrument you can imagine. Just shake it to make 
the sound. Pocket Shaker ipad app Pocket Shaker is a cool percussion based instrument, 
you just need to shake your iPad to create the beats,
MiniPiano (free)
Great for pitch reference when no instruments handy. I'm amazed that it's polyphonic--if 
you can get your fingers to fit! Excellent app.
Virtuoso Piano Free 2 HD
Be the maestro with Virtuoso Piano Free, a new iPod touch, iPhone and iPad instrument. 
Learn and play the piano anytime and anywhere.
Drum Kit Lite (free)
Drum Kit is the simplest way to make your own beats.
Hand Bell (free)- iphone
Welcome to HandBell!, the accelerometer based application which allows you to make 
noise at any time. The simple graphics and easy interface make Hand Bell! fun to use.
TuneWiki- Lyrics with Music (IPHONE)
The music player with Synced Lyrics in any language
The only music player where you can get, share and talk about lyrics and music.
* Easily Share lyrics with your network of friends
* Listen to any music with synced lyrics
* Free, unlimited SongID with synced lyrics
* Get lyrics instantly translated into 40+ languages
* What does that song mean? Comment on and discuss the meaning of lyrics and songs
Name:  Singing Fingers
Cost: Free
Features: This app allows you to “finger paint” with sound. All students do is touch the 
screen while you make a sound and colorful paint appears. Touch the paint to play back 
the sound again at a variety of speeds. A YouTube video in the app allows you to learn 
more!

Other Subjects
The Elements: A Visual Exploration (ASTRONOMY)- 13.99
The periodic table receives a lush makeover the likes of which Tom Lehrer and They 
Might Be Giants can only imagine. Educators tasked with teaching chemistry will 
especially appreciate having this application on hand as a point of valuable reference. 
Not only does it provide all the essential information regarding every element currently 
known to mankind, but rotating visuals of their uses, the latest news and discoveries that 
involve them, computations, videos of experiments, and even market prices, too! 
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Wearing 3D glasses while browsing the visuals only enhances the experience. 
Star Walk (ASTRONOMY)
Best for: Astronomy Classes
Cost: $2.99
Features: An astral telescope; Star Walk adapts its view to wherever the user holds it up 
to, highlighting constellations and planets
How to Use: Use for guided tours of the night sky or to find the location of any specific 
astral objects.

ASSESSMENT, DATA, DIGITAL PORTFLIOS
PowerTeacher- free
-a component of PowerSchool, is an innovative online gradebook, providing the latest 
technology for true standards-based grading. PowerTeacher Mobile, is a free App from 
Pearson that provides teachers anytime anywhere access to the gradebook using the 
Apple iPad.
PowerTeacher also helps schools to build the home-school connection by allowing 
parents to log on and follow their children’s progress.
PowerTeacher, a component of PowerSchool®, is a revolutionary online gradebook, 
providing the latest technology for true standards-based grading. Teachers can record 
student scores and make observations about student progress from a student’s desk, the 
gym, the playground, at a sporting event, or while on a field trip.
IEP checklist Free - A great tool to have at your fingertips when you need to track IEP 
goals for your students. It allows you to input relevant data so you can keep track of your 
student’s goals. Additionally, it now allows you to record individual notes while tracking 
student progress.
Super Duper Data Tracker $1.99 
Organize your students into groups. Then enter your student’s names and their goals. 
Track incorrect and correct responses discreetly and efficiently.
Teacher's Assistant Pro
Perfect for busy teachers, Teacher’s Assistant Pro allows users to track students’ 
behaviors, infractions, and achievements quickly and easily. Incidents on student 
behavior and achievement can be documented in real time and reports can be sent to 
parents and administrators instantly via email. Organizing important documents is also 
simple and clutter free. The app can be customized to fit your classroom needs. 
Math Ninja- free
How do you monitor progress when you use a game to help the student master skills? 
Math Ninja is free and has a nice variety of options for the kids so you can customize it 
to the level that you need.
The Three Ring-free             authentic assessment!!!
Use your smartphone or iPad to create digital portfolios in seconds. 
Then browse online to see your students' formative and handwritten work. 
Use Three Ring to:
Organize Student Work 
Create Digital Portfolios
Share Exemplars 
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Enable Formative Assessment 
COOLIBAH: FREE
Coolibah is a digital scrapbooking app that could just as easily be used to present 
student's work as a digital portfolio. The features include: creating your own layouts 
using unlimited photos, elements, frames and text. You can move, size, and rotate 
photos, elements and frames anywhere on your layout. More importantly it has layout 
export for sharing online, texting and emailing.

CLASSROON MANAGEMENT
CLASS DOJO ?
This can be used with a SmartBoard, phone, or an iPad.   Students are tracked for 
positive and negative behaviors.  Data is collected and easy to read graphs are created for 
you to use with students and parents alike.   
Schoology- free
Use Schoology to manage your class, take tests and quizzes on the iPad or online, and 
use it to communicate with parents. 
ASSIST- free (IPHONE)
Description 
● Administer and collect student results from common, summative, formative and 
rubrics-based assessments
● Automatically grades bubble sheets captured by camera
● Log individual student results to any assessment type

ESL
GOOGLE TRANSLATE - free!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Translate words and phrases between more than 60 languages using Google Translate for 
iOS. For most languages, you can speak your phrases and hear the corresponding 
translations.
With Google Translate you can:
• Translate text between 64 languages
• Translate by speaking the text instead of typing it (17 languages)
• Listen to your translations spoken aloud (24 languages)
Macmillan English Dictionary App
These apps will give you immediate access to definitions, phonetics, pronunciation and 
synonyms, plus the unique Macmillan English Dictionary red-star system indicating 
frequency of word usage for the most common words in English. In addition, the highly-
interactive interface allows you to cross-search for the definitions of other words and to 
create your own wordlists. 
Macmillan Diccionario Pocket- 6.99
Key features
Over 61,000 words, phrases and examples 
Clean, uncluttered layout 
Clear guidance on how and when to use translations 
Guidance on how to use English words in speech and writing 
Explicit warnings about mismatches between Spanish and English 
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Red star system shows and grades frequency of word usage
Sounds: the Pronunciation App- free
Key features
Perfect for both students and teachers 
Tap on the interactive phonetic chart to hear the sound of the symbol, plus an example 
word 
Toggle between British and American pronunciation 
Practise and test yourself with the built-in quizzes
Dictionary.com- free
Top-rated app with trusted reference content from Dictionary.com & Thesaurus.com. 
WORKS OFFLINE - no Internet connection needed when searching words. It also 
contains audio pronunciation.
HELLO-HELLO ENGLISH- FREE!
This joint effort between developers Hello-Hello and The American Council on the 
Teaching of Foreign Languages helps users with their conversational English, providing 
lessons culled from real-life scenarios, flash cards, note-taking exercises, and more. The 
app itself is free, but they charge $1.99 per course, or $14.99 for all 30.
Learn English the Fun Way (free)
Learn English the fun way with Baby Carrot’s sentence, word and grammar matching 
lessons. You get to do simple exercises like matching an animal to its picture to more 
complicated exercises where you will need to choose the correct picture from a short 
description. All our speakers are native English speakers so you learn to speak English 
the right way.
Learn English Elementary (free) IPHONE
Fun English language listening practice for English learners from the British Council, the 
world authority in English language learning. 
LearnEnglish Elementary Podcasts app is a series of English learning podcasts for you to 
directly download and enjoy on the iPad. Each show, with the dynamic duo of Tess and 
Ravi is 20 minutes long and comes with questions aimed at Elementary learners of 
English, of which you can try and answer while listening to the podcast.
The tapescript also moves in time with the audio to aid listening. This mode is not 
available when in live streaming mode.
Intro to Letters- 4.99
Appropriate for ESL children, this application runs through all the letters of the English 
alphabet, introducing them to the structure and pronunciation through tracing, audio, 
digital flashcards, and phonogram puzzles.
Flash Cards English Free
-to increase vocabulary, concentration and cognition skills for children.
EF English First High Flyers Vocab- free
EF English First is proud to announce the release of its first iPad app for High Flyers. 
This app gives students a fun and entertaining way to learn English vocabulary and 
practice reading, listening, and spelling. It includes over 500 images and audio clips from 
the High Flyers course, set in a beautiful 3D world in which the students can both learn 
and play.  Vocabulary is learned through five activities which each practice a different 
skill.
SOUNDS RIGHT- free!!!
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It’s a simple chart with great big resonance; when learning British English, refer to 
Sounds Right for proper pronunciation of vowels and diphthongs, with the former listed 
by mouth shape.
Learn English with busuu.com- free!
Busuu.com, the leading online community for language learning, brings you the perfect 
app to learn English on the go
Use this application to build vocabulary regarding typical situations, listen to audio and 
watch video of native speakers, take tests, and other important ESL lessons; Busuu made 
sure to include materials suitable for all fluency levels.
SOUNDS- THE PRONOUNCIATION APP- FREE!
The charts included here cover both British and American English, and users tap 
different sounds to hear them as well as examples in a common vocabulary word.
Learn English Vocabulary- Free
Learn English- free
Articulation Station- FREE
Free Translator with Voice- free
Phonetics Focus- 2.99
In 2011, the English-Speaking Union awarded Phonetics Focus with its President’s 
Award, making it one of the iPad’s most popular ESL applications. It offers a phonetic 
typewriter, games, flash cards, audio recording and playback, and other necessities for 
mastering the language. Enjoy 20 fun English phonetics/pronunciation practice activities 
and resources in one engaging app. Perfect for students and teachers!
WORD WIT- 1.99
Word Wit makes it fun and easy to learn — and remember — the difference between 
life's most vexing word choices. The goal: Never mix up those confusing words again! 
And when it comes to your writing, you'll have new confidence.
Word Wit presents learning in small bites, with complementary and mutually reinforcing 

parts: ➻ A list of commonly confused word pairs ➻ An incisive explanation ➻ A quote

➻ A quiz. Adult ESL students who sometimes stumble over homophones, 
connotation/denotation, idioms, and other problematic English structures will appreciate 
how effectively Word Wit seeks to demystify them.
English is Easy- 1 HD- 2.99
Suitable for all ages, the English is Easy app involves a series of 115 high-definition 
flash cards with some of the most popular vocabulary words — specifically nouns and 
adjectives — for the greenest of horns. There are 115 vocabulary words including 
animals, opposites, seasons, vegetables, school supplies and more.
Each picture is accompanied by a voice in English, so be sure that the settings on your 
iPad are switched to the correct mode. Earphones help you enjoy the sound feature at the 
highest quality.
Adventure for Kids- 3.99
Looking for a fun and effective way for your child to jump start their knowledge of the 
English language?
Give them a head start hearing and speaking the English vocabulary at a time when their 
growing brains are literally "language learning machines". "Adventures for Kids" uses 
the power of the computer and attraction of a video game to open your child's mind to 
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basic English words - all while having fun!
Basic Pronunciation: Clear Speech From the Start- 2.99
LEARN BY LISTENING with four fun games that improve your pre-intermediate 
English pronunciation. A new way for learners of English to practice speech, mixing 
audio and visuals across 400 challenging questions.
ESL students between the beginner and intermediate level use Basic Pronunciation’s 
series of fun games as supplements to more formalized lessons in proper speaking.
Berlitz My English Coach for iPad – Classic Version- 2.99
Berlitz presents an encouraging animated English coach who walks ESL students young 
and old through vocabulary, sentence structure, phrases and idioms, questions and 
answers, practice conversations, history and geography lessons, and a handy dandy little 
dictionary all meant to beef up their skill sets. 
SENTENCE BUILDER 5.99
SentenceBuilder™ is designed to help elementary aged children learn how to build 
grammatically correct sentences. Explicit attention is paid to the connector words that 
make up over 80% of the English language. Sentence Builder offers a rich and fun 
environment for improving the grammar of all children.
The winner of IEAR’s 2010 Language App of the Year distinction targets elementary 
school students and challenges them to construct simple, grammatically correct sentences 
around provided pictures and videos.
SPEECH TUTOR- 5.99
iPad-enabled ESL adults who need to work on their (American) accent or require a 
refresher in pronouncing specific letters and phonemes might want to consider this 
incredibly detailed app, which features animations of the sides and fronts of mouths 
illustrating proper tongue and lip formations. The animations inside Speech Tutor take 
the areas of the face that impede the view of tongue placement and positioning and make 
them transparent. Now one can literally see inside the mouth as the sounds are being 
made!
IDAILY PRO HD- 3.99
Frontier One’s innovative app turns English language news into valuable lessons in 
grammar and sentence structure with its super amazing custom dictionary allowing users 
to save words and phrases that need clarifying.
TRAVEL AND CULTURES: Flat Stanley
Price: $FREE 
Devices: all
In Short: help children learn about travel, while discovering different cultures to develop 
a love for reading

LANGUAGES
Hello-Hello World- free
Learn 11 languages
Word Lens- free
Best for: Language Classes
Cost: Free
Features: Instantly translates signage from one language to another through the camera 
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application
How to Use: Language teachers can use this program for scavenger hunts
Free Translator
This application provides an interface to the free Google Translate API for many 
languages including Chinese, Czech, Danish, Dutch, English, French, German, Hindi, 
Italian, Japanese, Korean, Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, Russian, Serbian, Spanish and 
Vietnamese.
Interpret- free
With "Interpret" you'll never feel at a loss for words again!
"Interpret" is the most powerful language translator available for the iPhone. "Interpret" 
provides free translation for over 50 languages!
With "Interpret" you can:
- Translate single words or entire sentences.
- Email your translations to anyone.

MISCELLANEOUS
Name: Common Core Standards by Mastery Connect
Best for: Teachers Use
Cost: Free
Features:  Puts the common core right at your finger tips! Great to pull up Common 
Core during planning and while writing plans.
eduTecher- free
eduTecher is a free social web resource for teachers, students, and parents. eduTecher 
offers users the ability to explore web tools for the classroom and share their finds with 
their PLN (Personal Learning Network).
eduTecher was founded in 2007 by Adam Scott Bellow. The site is free to all users.
Learn more at www.eduTecher.net
Name: Zite
Best for: Teacher Use
Cost: Free
Features: Personalized Magazine. When customizing your magazine, don’t forget the 
education section as it pulls all the great articles into one spot.
Name: Twitter
Best for: Teacher Use
Cost: Free
Features: Instant updates from your educational friends and experts in the educational 
field.  
How to Use: Great way to keep up with your PLN on the go.
Name: Yammer
Best for: Teacher Use
Cost: Free
Features: Lets employees share and connect with coworkers in a private, secure social 
network. Great way to keep up with your PLN on the go.  
Name: Goodreads
Best for: Teacher Use
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Cost: Free
Features: You can make different selves of the great books you have read and want to 
read. You can also make shelves of educational books, children’s books and personal 
books and keep them separated. Post your favorite children’s books with reviews on your 
wiki. 
Slide Shark
Cost: Free
Features:  Let’s you view PowerPoints on your iPad!
Prezi Viewer
Best for: All Subjects
Cost: Free
Features:  Views prezi’s you have creates. Let students view prezi’s you have created to 
take notes from, great way to differentiate.
Simple Timer- free
It's an easy to set timer that either counts down or counts up in both minutes and seconds. 
It also features preset count down/count up buttons that can be customized.
Great for gym workouts, cooking, games, tests, photography…
Timer + free
SKITCH- free
Evaluate credibility of a website, blog, post, or social media comment.
Express yourself with fewer words, emails and meetings…with Skitch for iPad!
Use shapes, arrows, sketches and text annotation to get your point across fast. Mark up 
photos, screenshots, maps, and webpages then share them with anyone you like.
Skitch lets you:
- Annotate: Add arrows, shapes and text to existing images
- Create: Draw something new
- Edit: Reposition, recolor and remove your annotations at will
myHomework- free
Teachers not letting you use your phone in class? Parents on you for missing 
assignments? Show them you're organized with myHomework. 
With myHomework you can easily know what's due and when so you will never forget a 
homework assignment again. 
The free app includes:
- Track your classes, homework, tests, assignments
- Time & Block based class schedules 
- Beautiful calendar display
- iPhone Retina display support
- Multitasking support
- Universal (Both iPhone and iPad)
Name: Paperport Notes
Cost: Free
Features: Great note taking tool that allows you to type or write in to it. Also has 
capability to record conversation in quiet areas. All easily saved as PDF’s and emailed as 
needed.
Netiquette for Kids- free
“A simple but much needed picture book that teaches kids about netiquette and dealing 
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with cyber bullies!”
From the award-winning team that brought you ‘Sing with Olive’ and ‘Katakune Super 
Baby Flash Cards’, comes a cute children’s instructional book that talks about 
appropriate behavior on the internet and dealing with cyber bullies.
Presented in a comic manner and featuring the cute cartoon silkworm Katakune and his 
friends, parents can use the 4 clearly illustrated examples within to teach their kids about 
how to behave online and deal with offending behavior.
Professor Garfield Cyberbullying- free
Internet Safety with Professor Garfield - Cyberbullying
Garfield's friend Nermal wishes to win the best dance star competition on the "Animal 
Idol" website.
EDUCREATION- free
Pocket sized interactive whiteboard
TANGRAM APP- free
"New game for IPad! Simple as it is, tangram is an all-inclusive toy that has a history of 
one thousand years. Come and unlock the puzzle of "Super Tangram HD ". After finding 
the answer to 200 different puzzles, you can get the medal and achieve the honor of a 
tangram master. Action!"
Roadshow- free
Collect your favorite web videos, and play them back anytime, anywhere — even 
offline!
Pages – 9.99
Create gorgeous and effective handouts, tests, quizzes, assignments, notes, and 
presentations using Apple’s own word processing application. With 16 templates for 
everything from cards to fliers, users start working on what really matters right off the 
bat. Teachers who take advantage of everything it has to offer can incorporate graphs, 
charts, videos, and photos into their projects to add interest and better illustrate 
information. Capable of file sharing, Pages also allows for saving files in convenient 
Word and .pdf formats as well. 
Dropbox - free
Educators with notes and files scattered about different computers will love this 
application. By synching with other machines sporting Dropbox, users do not have to 
fear misplacing important documents – it even boasts the ability to read a number of 
different common file formats, too! Anyone with an iPhone may save their photos and 
videos directly to the application as well. Teachers who come across great bits of online 
multimedia to enhance a lecture can save their valuable findings for future offline 
viewing and organize them into specific galleries. 
PENZU- journal app- free
Write in Private. 
Your own personal journal and online diary. Can also be used for lesson reflections. 
FLIPBOARD- free
Flipboard is a social-network aggregation, magazine-format application software for 
Apple touch-screen devices, including the iPad, iPhone and iPod Touch.
It collects the content of social media and other websites and presents it in magazine 
format and allows users to "flip" through their social-networking feeds and feeds from 
websites that have partnered with the company.
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WUNDERLIST- free
Plan necessary project details.
INSTAPAPER- 4.99
A simple tool to save web pages for reading later.
How it works:
Instapaper gives you a Read Later bookmark. 
When you find something you want to read, but you don't have time, click Read Later. 
Come back when you have time, or read your articles on the go. 
Docs Anywhere- 1.99
As its nomenclature implies, Docs Anywhere allows iPad users a high degree of 
portability for their digital documents. Capable of reading Word, Excel, PowerPoint, .pdf 
files, rich text, plain text, HTML, and other file formats, it allows transfer between 
desktop and portable device using USB and iTunes. Teachers who prefer working on 
their home machines can very easily transport their work to the classroom on their iPads, 
which also provides e-mailing capabilities for an added dimension of file preservation. 
Evernote-free
Put your thoughts, ideas, inspiration and things to remember all in one place. Evernote 
makes it easy to capture, organize and find information from your computer, phone and 
the web. URL: www.evernote.com
Use: Reminders
Price: Free
In Evernote on your iPhone or iPad, go to settings, look for your Evernote email address 
and tap on it. It'll give you the option of adding that address to your contacts list. Once 
added, go to any web page in safari and tap the action button, choose mail link to this 
page, select your Evernote email address and send....walla!!
Keynote – 9.99
Teachers looking for a few visual aids to go along with their lectures would do well to 
explore what Keynote has to offer them. For ease of use, they can choose from 12 
premade themes and sprinkle their notes with animations, pictures, tables, charts, videos, 
and other multimedia touches. The iPad hooks up to external displays, projectors, 
desktops, and laptops so the presenter can reach a large audience; nobody has to crowd 
around the tiny display screen, though files can easily be bounced from machine to 
machine via e-mail and .pdf files. 
Suite101.com ???
This website has a large library of classroom organization resources. From tips on 
Keeping Teaching Resources Organized to ideas on Creating a Positive K12 Classroom 
Climate, this website is your one stop shop. URL: http://www.suite101.com/classroom-
organization
LanSchool Teacher’s Assistant - free
With technology and internet access becoming more and more mainstream in the 
classroom, one of the more pressing concerns involves how to monitor computer use to 
curb abuse and distractions. Fortunately, LanSchool’s extremely valuable Teacher’s 
Assistant application caters to these issues, providing educators with the ability to black 
out any distracting or offensive screens, limit what their students can and cannot do on 
their machines, send messages to students, allow silent, individualized help sessions, and 
take quick polls. Allowing teachers to monitor computer usage helps bolster productivity 
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for all involved. 
USING THE SMARTBOARD WITH THE iPad using the following apps:
LogMEin (free) and Splashtop (4.99) are two ways to use your iPad to control your 
computer allowing a teacher to move anywhere in the classroom.
Whiteboard Free
Whiteboard Free allows you to share IPad screens across a number of iPads.
Once you open the app it asks if you want to 'share' your screen. Once you allow this it 
means that when 1 person write on their IPad it will be seen on the other IPads that it has 
been shared with
Using 'Mobile Mouse' app, control your IWB / projected computer from across the room. 
Model writing, manipulate examples or 'live mark' their work as they are writing in 
Google docs.
Get away from the front of the classroom and allow children to work live on the board 
for a more collaborative classroom dynamic
iMovie- 4,99
Make beautiful HD movies anywhere with iMovie, the fast and fun moviemaking app 
that puts everything you need to tell your story at your fingertips. Browse and play 
projects in the Marquee view. Create spectacular trailers and thrilling home movies in 
minutes.* And share your finished projects with the world — right from iMovie.
Using iMovie in the Elementary Classroom: Part 2 http://wp.me/p1LnJp-48 Here is steo 
by step how to...you can also do it on the iPad.
Animoto Videos- free
It is a video slideshow creation service that enables consumers, professionals and 
businesses to easily make and share professional-looking videos that will amaze friends, 
family and others.
Telemundo Novelas – free
Application for your iPhone, iPad and iPod Touch is the place for you to enjoy 
everything about your favorite novelas including La Reina del Sur, Mi Corazon Insiste, 
La Casa de al Lado, and Flor Salvaje, as well as many other Telemundo favorites. You 
will also be able to enjoy El Club de Noveleras content which features exclusive 
interviews with novela stars, news and beauty tips.
Making the iPad childproof
You can restrict access to certain apps such as Safari, Youtube, and the AppStore in your 
"Settings." Choose "Settings," then "General," followed by "Restrictions." You will have 
to choose a passcode, and then you can choose which apps to restrict access to).
When on 3G, use Mobicep, so students using the internet are filtered.    

GREAT LINKS AND RESOURCES
http://appitic.com/index.php?option=com_sobi2&catid=46&Itemid=72
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/ccc?key=0AurJI49o5M_0dC00a011WGRSd09paTF
FTmhOSHowU1E&hl=en#gid=0 (all subjects- spreadsheet of educational apps put 
together by the Texas Computer Education Association)
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/ccc?key=0AvFbfb1mWoNwdGlweWtkZkFRS1gzU
DMtTUtoTEw0MkE&authkey=COnNtvwO&hl=en_US&authkey=COnNtvwO#gid=0
http://www.pearsonschoolsystems.com/blog/?p=251
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 68 Ways to Use an IPad in the classroom.
 Charlotte Mecklenburg Schools
 Apple Website
 5 Ways To Use IPads In the classroom.
 Students in Clover, SC Use Ipads
 Wake Forest University’s Thoughts
 The Ipad will change education
 1000s of Apps sorted by subject.
 More iPad Sources
 Apps Sorted by Subject and Price
 Digital Field Trip Lesson Plan Idea
 Elementary School Teacher Blogs about using iPads. 
 Teaching Apps
 Lesson Plan Ideas

iPads in schools Livebinder...comprehensive resource #yam
http://www.livebinders.com/play/play/26195
http://www.palmbeachschooltalk.com/groups/ipadpilot/
http://www.livebinders.com/play/play/36989
http://www.ipadsforeducation.vic.edu.au/
Instructional Objectives- iPad apps NEW!
Kathy Schrock's Guide to Everything NEW!
Tony Vincent NEW!
More apps- ePortfolios NEW!


